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AD_A6_E4_B9_c81_163621.htm Part 11. (A) He doesnt have

enough money to buy a printer now.(B) Hes not sure how much a

printer costs.(C) Hell buy a computer later this week.(D) He lost the

money he was saving.2. (A) Wait to play until after his 9 Oclock

class.(B) Ask Carol to play tennis.(C) Ask Carol if shes going to

class.(D) Get a tennis lesson from Carol.3. (A) They should ask for

an increase in the budget.(B) The calculations appear correct to

her.(C) Shell try to see what method was used.(D) They need to

make a copy of the budget.4. (A) He could bring something to the

woman.(B) Hed be happy to go with the woman.(C) He wants the

woman to get him a newspaper.(D) Hed like something to eat.5. (A)

The barbecue has been canceled.(B) The weather will probably be

cool.(C) The man will not be able to attend the barbecue.(D) Casual

dress will be appropriate.6. (A) He has bad study habits.(B) He

sleeps too much.(C) He wakes up early.(D) Hes an excellent

student.7. (A) She dislikes fireworks.(B) She has plans for the

evening.(C) She doesnt feel like going out.(D) She has to get theater

tickets.8. (A) The library is closed tonight.(B) He doesnt know how

to get to the library.(C) Jean is using his car.(D) He wont be able to

help the woman.9. (A) He has received his telephone bill.(B) His

calls werent listed.(C) The woman has already paid for her call.(D)

He has received a long distance call.10. (A) The man should take the

stereo back to the store.(B) The man should refer to the instruction



manual.(C) Shell go to the mans house and help him.(D) Shell give

the man her instruction manual.11. (A) Candy has been ordered for

the machine.(B) They still have some candy left over.(C) The

machine isnt working right now.(D) The machine was moved to

another building.12. (A) Discuss a magazine article with the

woman.(B) Help the woman find a new doctor.(C) Go to the store

for some medicine.(D) Buy the woman some magazines.13. (A) The

plants may need more light.(B) The plants should get less water.(C)

The area in front of the window is too cold for plants.(D) Plants

rarely to well in the dormitory.14. The restaurant closes early during

the week.(A) He thought the womans birthday was next week.(B)

The restaurant closes early during the week.(C) The woman should

find out if she can reserve a table.(D) He wont be able to go with the

woman.15. (A) Find out where their professor is going to

perform.(B) Go to a concert.(C) Perform in a musical recital.(D)

Interview the violinist.16. (A) He has to go home to feed his pet.(B)

Hes expecting Cindy to arrive soon.(C) He cannot go to Cindys.(D)

He must keep an appointment with his doctor.17. (A) Join the

dormitory council himself.(B) Attend the next council meeting.(C)

Persuade the other council members not toquit.(D) Help the woman

find someone to fill thevacancy.18. (A) The center has just

opened.(B) Hes looking forward to using the center.(C) The door to

the fitness center is locked.(D) There are long lines to get into the

center.19. (A) The film committee is full.(B) Being on the committee

requires a great deal of time.(C) It is difficult to be 0selected for the

committee.(D) The man needs to sign up at another place.20. (A)



Disappointed.(B) Surprised.(C) Nervous.(D) Uninterested.21. (A)

The weather is usually bad at the picnics.(B) Hell need a change of

clothes for the picnic.(C) Hes not looking forward to attending the

picnic.(D) Hes looking for a new place to hold the picnic. 100Test 
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